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SUBJ: ALARACT 117/2006
THIS MESSAGE HAS BEEN SENT BY THE PENTAGON TELECOMMUNICATIONS CENTER ON
BEHALF OF DA WASHINGTON DC//DAPE-MPE//.
SUBJECT: ARMY REGULATON (AR) 600-35, ARMY FORCE STABILIZATION SYSTEM
1. REFERENCES:
   A. AR 600-83: THE NEW MANNING SYSTEM - COHORT UNIT REPLACEMENT
      SYSTEM, DATED 27 OCTOBER 1986.
   B. MSG HQDA, DAPE-MPE, 051819Z OCT 05, SUBJECT: THE NEW MANNING
      SYSTEM FORCE STABILIZATION PLAYBOOK.
2. REFERENCES A AND B ARE HEREBY RESCINDED.
3. ON 4 FEBRUARY 2004, THE CHIEF OF STAFF, ARMY, ANOUNCED THE
   IMPLEMENTATION OF FORCE STABILIZATION INITIATIVES AND EXPANSION OF
   LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT BRIGADE COMBAT TEAMS. IN SUPPORT OF THESE FORCE
   STABILIZATION INITIATIVES, THIS MESSAGE ANNOUNCES THE RELEASE OF AR
   600-35, ARMY FORCE STABILIZATION SYSTEM, EFFECTIVE 14 JULY 2006. THE AR
   MAY BE ACCESSED VIA THE ARMY PUBLISHING DIRECTORATE (APD) WEBSITE
   PRODUCT MAP LOCATED AT [HTTP://WWW.USAPA.ARMY.MIL/USAPA_HOME.ASP].
4. POC FOR THIS MESSAGE IS: MAJ THOMAS ERICKSON, ODCS, G-1,
   (DAPE-MPE), DSN 225-6599, CMCL (703) 695-6599, E-MAIL:
   THOMAS.ERICKSON@HQDA.ARMY.MIL.
5. EXPIRATION DATE CANNOT BE DETERMINED.
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